Tiger and Jaguar Pick and Mix Home Learning
This term you may choose your own homework!!
We have decided to take a different approach to home learning, to give all pupils an opportunity to be more creative and choose what interests
them. We hope that it will also provide some activities that pupils and parents may enjoy working on together.
1. Simply choose one or more tasks from the table on the other side of this sheet.
2. You can CHOOSE how to present your homework. You could act it out, make it and photograph it, draw and label it, write it!! These
are just a few ideas….
3. Hand in the homework before Friday 3rd April.
You will need to keep doing important things like reading, spelling, maths and times-table practice. Look at the checklist below and make sure that
you do the tasks every week.
Homework Checklist
1. Spellings
Weekly spellings
2. Read
Every day for at least 15 minutes.
3. Times-tables
Practice your times-tables for the test on
Friday.
4. Maths
You will need to complete your weekly maths
homework.

We will share all of our fabulous homework by opening our classrooms on Friday 3rd April at 12.45
We look forward to seeing all the wonderful work you produce.

Research one of Shakespeare’s plays.
Create a comic strip for it, including the
key scenes.

Design a poster advertising one of
Shakespeare’s plays. Make it eye-catching
and include key information.

Recreate a map of the world according
to the latest information from 1600.
What parts of the globe had yet to be
mapped?

Is Darth Vader Macbeth? Write an essay
or create a presentation that details the
similarities between the two characters.

Pick and mix homework
Term 4

Make a set of Shakespeare TOP
TRUMPS! Use characters from
different Shakespeare plays and create
your own categories.

Choose a key speech from Macbeth.
Learn it off by heart and present it to
the class. Examples are; The Witches’
Spell, Macbeth’s soliloquy: ‘Is this a
dagger I see before me?’

Make a newspaper front page from 1602
to report on the first performance of
Macbeth. Include an interview with
Shakespeare.

Write your own playscript!
This could be presented as a mini-book
with a cast list and cover. Alternatively,
you could present it as a script.

